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We present saturation and polarization laser spectroscopy experiments of indium vapor with a single color
on the 410 nm transition and with two colors at 410 and 451 nm. The spectra observed by polarization
spectroscopy are discussed in terms of a quantitative model. The line shapes observed with two-color spec-
troscopy can phenomenologically be described taking into account hyperfine changing collisions, velocity
changing collisions, and dark resonances. As an application, we actively stabilized a 410 nm diode laser on the
resonances of saturation and polarization spectroscopy, and obtained long term frequency stabilities in the
100 kHz–1 MHz range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser saturation spectroscopy(see, e.g.,[1,2]) and polar-
ization spectroscopy(see, e.g.,[2,3]) are methods that allow
the generation of sub-Doppler resonances in an atomic vapor.
Such signals are important for laser frequency stabilization at
the MHz level if spectrally narrow and stable laser light is
required.

In this paper we are concerned with high resolution spec-
troscopy of indium vapor stored in an all-sapphire cell
(ASC). It can withstand a temperature of more than 600 °C
in order to provide a reasonable atomic density of about
1010 cm−3 [4]. The goal is to apply this tool for frequency
stabilization of lasers at 410 and 451 nm corresponding to
the 5P1/2→6S1/2 and the 5P3/2→6S1/2 transitions, respec-
tively, see Fig. 1. Because of the technological importance of
indium, laser cooling of an In atomic beam[5] could be of
interest, for instance, in order to apply the methods of atomic
nanofabrication[6]. Since the branching ratio for the decay
from the 6S1/2 state to the 5P1/2,3/2 ground states is 2:3, the
violet s410 nmd and the blues451 nmd light have to be ap-
plied simultaneously for laser cooling because a closed level
scheme allowing multiple photon scattering is necessary[5].

II. SATURATION SPECTROSCOPY

For saturation spectroscopy of the 5P1/2→6S1/2 transition
we use 410 nm light generated by an extended cavity diode
laser(TOPTICA DL100) with an output power of 15 mW. A
standard setup(cf. [2]) is used where an amplitude modu-
lated pump beam(Spump=0.7) counterpropagates the probe
beamsSprobe=0.3d. HereS denotes the saturation parameter
defined as S= I / ISat

l , with ISat
l ;phcgl / s3l3d, ISat

410

=16.9mW/cm2, andg410=2p 8.9 MHz [8]. Figure 2 shows
the pure and the demodulated transmission signal which in

stark contrast to spectra obtained from a commercial hollow
cathode lamp exhibits excellent Doppler-free resonances.
The observed linewidth of the latter,DnFWHM=50MHz, is
larger than the natural linewidth ofgdecay;g410+g451
=2p25.1 MHz because of power broadening, a spectral laser
linewidth of 10 MHz, a nonperfect alignment of the counter-
propagating pump and probe beams, and residual pressure
broadening.

III. POLARIZATION SPECTROSCOPY

An alternative technique to obtain narrow sub-Doppler
spectra is polarization spectroscopy that has extensively been
discussed in the literature(see, e.g.,[3,2]). The setup used
for the measurements discussed in this paper is sketched in
Fig. 3. The 410 nm light is again generated by a diode laser.

The laser beam is split into a pump and a probe beam. The
first one is circularly polarized whereas the latter remains
linearly polarized. The rotation of the probe beam polariza-
tion is analyzed with a polarizing beam splitter(PBS) ori-
ented at an angle of 45° with respect to the initial linear
polarization of the probe beam. The difference signal of the
two photodiodes PD1 and PD2 measuring the intensities at

*Electronic address: meschede@iap.uni-bonn.de; URL: http://
www.iap.uni-bonn.de/agImeschede/english/indexIeng.html FIG. 1. Energy level scheme of115In according to[7].
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the two ports of the PBS is sensitive to rotations of the probe
beam polarization. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.
For the analysis of this spectrum we write the total rotation
Ftotal as a sum of the following three main contributions:

(1) light induced circular birefringencesFCBd;
(2) light induced linear dichroismsFNLFEd; and
(3) magnetic field induced circular birefringencesFLFEd.

The influence of these contributions can be expressed by the
complex index of refractionnq;n

8
q+ inq9 which is given by

nq − 1 =
1

2"«0
o
mg

rmg

ukFe,mg + qudquFg,mglu2

sv0 − vd − igeg
. s1d

Heredq are the tensorial components[q= ±1 for right (RCP)
and left (LCP) circularly polarized light andq=0 for light
polarized along the axis of quantization] of the electric di-

pole operatordW ;e·rW, rmg
is the population of the ground

state uFg,mgl, kFe,mg+qudquFg,mgl is the transition matrix
element,v0 is the resonance frequency,geg is the transverse
relaxation rate, and«0 is the permittivity of vacuum.

A. Light induced circular birefringence

The proper signal of polarization spectroscopy originates
from optical pumping inducing a circular birefringence. The
linear polarization of the probe beam can be written as a
superposition of RCP and LCP light. The two circularly po-
larized components acquire different phasesw+ andw− when
the light traverses the atomic sample with lengthL. The
phasew±=sn±−1dkL depends on the wave vectork;2p /l
of the light with wavelengthl and the complex index of

FIG. 2. The transmission signal at 410 nm for saturation spec-
troscopy with an ASC and a typical pump beam power of about
35 mW (upper graph) and the corresponding demodulated signal
(lower graph).

FIG. 3. Setup for polarization spectroscopy. PD1 and PD2: pho-
todiodes measuring the intensities of the two outputs of the polar-
izing beam splitter(PBS) being oriented at 45° with respect to the
linear polarization of the probe beam; BS: beamsplitter; NPBS:
nonpolarizing beamsplitter cube; ASC: all-sapphire cell; and SA:
servoamplifier.

FIG. 4. (a) Difference signal of the two photodiodes PD1 and
PD2 with and without a pump beam shone in; the corresponding
zero-levels are indicated by the dashed and dotted line, respectively.
Both curves show the background due toFLFE. (b) Difference of
the two curves in(a) obtained by amplitude modulation of the pump
beam with a chopper and demodulation with a lock-in amplifier
(LIA ). The fit takes into accountFCB as well asFNLFE.
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refraction for RCP and LCP lightn±. By means of the Jones
formalism (see, e.g.,[9]) the difference signal of PD1 and
PD2 measuring the intensities at the two ports of the PBS
(see Fig. 3) can, for an optically thin medium, easily be
calculated to be

S45°+u = I0e
−sn−9+n+9dkL sinfsn−8 − n+8dkL − 2ug < I0fsn−8 − n+8dkL

− 2ug ~ FCB − 2u. s2d

The initial intensity of the light isI0, and u!1 takes into
account nonperfect alignment of the PBS with respect to the
horizontal axis. The contributions of the birefringence of the
windows can be neglected because thec axis of the sapphire
windows is normal to their surface. The expressionsn+8
−n−8dkL for the circular birefringence in Eq.(2) can be fur-
ther simplified by using Eq.(1) together with the Wigner-
Eckart theorem:

n−8 − n+8 =
ukFeidiFglu2

2"«0
Kge

CBSo
mg

rmg
mgD xd

1 + xd
2

=
ukFeidiFglu2

2"«0
Kge

CBPz
xd

1 + xd
2 . s3d

This is a dispersive Lorentzian with a line shape determined
by the normalized detuningxd=sv−v0d /geg and an ampli-
tude depending on the longitudinal component of the spin
polarizationPz, also called orientation, and the factorsKge

CB

which are calculated to be

1

Kge
CB = 5− Fgs2Fg + 1d, if Fe = Fg − 1

− FgsFg + 1ds2Fg + 1d, if Fe = Fg

sFg + 1ds2Fg + 1d, if Fe = Fg + 1
6 .

Equations(2) and(3) do not take into account any magnetic
field effect.

B. Light induced linear dichroism

If the polarization of the pump beam is not perfectly cir-
cular but an ellipse, the chiral symmetry along the propaga-
tion axis of the light field is broken. As a consequence, an
alignment with the expectation value

Azz = o
mg

rmg

g fFgsFg + 1d − 3mg
2g s4d

is induced along the principle axis of the polarization ellipse
and acts as an optical axis of birefringence. It has been
shown in [10] that the nonlinear Faraday effect(NLFE),
which describes this light induced linear birefringence, ro-
tates the linear polarization of light traversing an atomic
sample having an alignment by an amount

FNLFE =
1

2
sni9 − n'9 dkL

yB

1 + yB
2 . s5d

Equation(5) describes the dispersiveB-field dependence of
the NLFE. HereyB;2ggvL /gR gives the Larmor frequency
vL =mBohrB/" in terms of a ground state relaxation rategR,
gg is theg factor of the ground stateFg, andmBohr is the Bohr
magneton.

The difference of the imaginary parts of the index of re-
fraction for a light field with polarization parallel or perpen-
dicular to the principal axis of the alignment is given by

ni9 − n'9 =
ukFeidiFglu2

2"«0
Kge

LDAzz
1

1 + xd
2 , s6d

with the coefficientsKge
LD that have been calculated in[10]

being

1

Kge
LD = 5Fgs2Fg − 1ds2Fg + 1d, if Fe = Fg − 1

− FgsFg + 1ds2Fg + 1d, if Fe = Fg

sFg + 1ds2Fg + 1ds2Fg + 3d, if Fe = Fg + 1
6 .

According to Eq.(6), the NLFE has an absorptive laser fre-
quency dependence. The contribution of the NLFE to the
signalS45°+u of Eq. (2) can hence be written as

FNLFE ~ ggAzzB
1

1 + xd
2 . s7d

Although the NLFE can only be observed for a nonzero
magnetic field, the influence ofB on the frequency depen-
dence of the NLFE is not taken into account for our simple
model at this point.

Since the expressions given by Eqs.(3) and(4) describing
orientation and alignment depend on the populationsrmg

of
the Zeeman sublevels of the sixF states in the 5P1/2 and the
5P3/2 ground states, the relative contributions of orientation
and alignment can be calculated with a rate equation model
taking into account all 60mF sublevels. For the comparison
of the relative peak heights the reduced matrix element
kFeidiFgl must be written in terms ofkLeidiLgl=kSidiPl and
appropriate 3j and 6j symbols.

C. Magnetic field induced circular birefringence

The Doppler-broadened structures of the spectrum in Fig.
4(a) adjacent to the signal Eq.(2) have contributions from
light self-induced circular and linear birefringence because
the probe beam is slightly elliptically polarized. In this case a
convolution of Eqs.(3) and(6) and with the atomic velocity
distribution (Voigt convolution) is necessary yielding broad
dispersive and absorptive line shapes. Since this effect is
self-induced it does not depend on the pump beam.

The main contribution to the broad structures is the linear
Faraday effect(LFE) which is a magnetic field induced cir-
cular birefringence rotating the linear polarization of the
probe beam by an amount of(see[11,12])

FLFE =
1

2
sñ−8 − ñ+8dkL. s8d

This expression is similar to the one obtained in Eq.(2) with
the exception thatñ±8 have Doppler broadened line shapes
and resonance frequencies that are shifted by the Larmor
frequencyvL leading to v±=v0+sDgmg±gedvL; here Dg
;ge−gg is the difference of theg factors of the excitedsFed
and ground statesFgd. This together with the wave function
mixing described in[11,12] allowed us to calculate the ex-
pected spectrum for the frequency dependence of the LFE
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with the simulation program used in[12] and showed a
qualitatively good agreement with the experimental result.

D. Discussion of the polarization spectrum

At zero magnetic fieldFtotal=FCB becauseFNLFE and
FLFE vanish; the resonance lines have hence a sub-Doppler
width. At nonzero magnetic field, alsoFNLFE andFLFE con-
tribute to the signal if longitudinalB-field components are
present[see Fig. 4(a)]. SinceFLFE does not originate from
optical pumping, this background can be removed by ampli-
tude modulating the pump beam with a chopper and de-
modulating the difference of the signals from photodiodes
PD1 and PD2 as described above with a lock-in amplifier.
The remaining signal which is due toFCB and FNLFE is
shown in Fig. 4(b).

In order to verify our interpretation of the spectrum in
Fig. 4(b) we measured the Stokes parameters of the initially
circularly polarized pump beam having traversed the nonpo-
larizing beam splitter cube(NPBS): the degree of linear and
circular polarization yields 0.56 and 0.76, respectively; the
polarization ellipse is inclined by an angle of about 20°(25°)
with respect to the horizontal plane(the original polarization
of the pump beam). Furthermore, we applied additional mag-
netic fields to the existing stray fields in the ASC and ob-
served that, depending on the strength and the orientation of
the magnetic field,FNLFE sFCBd dominates the signal leading
to an absorptive(dispersive) line shape.

Figure 4(b) confirms the prediction of Eq.(7): the peaks
for the 5→5 and 4→4 transitions have opposite signs be-
causegsFg=4d=−1/15 andgsFg=5d= +1/15. The relative
intensities forFCB and FNLFE could be determined with a
least-squares fit of the experimental spectrum in Fig. 4(b) to
be 100:2:5:63 and 100:126:71:43 for the 5→4, 5→5, 4
→4, and 4→5 transitions, respectively. The ratios calculated
with the rate equation model are 100:5:3:31 and
100:117:64:22 for a pump power of 66mW sSpump<0.5d
which was used for the measurement of the spectra in Fig. 4.
The deviations of the theoretical and the experimental results
are probably due to the relatively strong probe beamsSprobe

=0.45d and the nonperfect Gaussian intensity distribution in
the laser beams. Furthermore, the theoretical dependence of
FCB andFNLFE on the number of pump cycles is very sen-
sitive.

The deviation also indicates that relaxation processes
other than the spontaneous decay and the time of flight
within the probe laser beam limit the number of possible
pump cycles for a given intensity. We find indeed evidence
of strong hyperfine changing collisions, e.g., in two color
spectroscopy(see Sec. IV).

It is straightforward to derive an error signal from the
polarization spectrum shown in Fig. 4(b) for locking the la-
ser frequency with a servoamplifier in a feedback-loop with a
bandwidth of a few 100 Hz. We have characterized the sta-
bility of the laser system by analyzing this error signal in
terms of Allan variances[13]. A typical result is shown in
Fig. 5 for the unlocked laser and the laser locked on the
center of the dispersive peak of the 4→5 transition shown in
Fig. 4(b). A stability of about 140–200 kHz is achieved for

integration times of 1–10 s. The laser remains locked for
more than 1 h. This performance, which has also been ob-
tained for saturation spectroscopy, is sufficient for laser cool-
ing applications.

IV. TWO COLOR SPECTROSCOPY

The blue light at 451 nm is generated by frequency dou-
bling a Ti:Sa laser(MBR E-110). Active frequency stabiliza-
tion of this light using spectroscopic signals derived from the
indium ASC is not straightforward because the signals ob-
tained from the thermal population of the 5P3/2 state at
630 °C are relatively small; we have measured 6% maxi-
mum absorption with a Doppler width of 1.5 GHz.

Optical pumping with the violet laser beamsS410=0.7d
increases the absorption of the copropagating 451 nm light
sS451=0.2d having the same diameter of 1 mm from a few
percent to more than 10%. While the amplitude modulated
violet laser is always locked to the 4→5 transition, we have
recorded background-free transmission spectra of the blue
laser scanned across thes5,4,3d→4 transitions[see Fig.
6(a)] ands6,5,4d→5 transitions[Fig. 6(b)] by demodulating
the photocurrent signal with a lock-in amplifier; the photodi-
ode is equipped with an interference filter blocking the
410 nm light. The polarizations of these two laser beams
were orthogonal.

The main observations can be summarized as follows.
(1) In all spectra the hyperfine components of the 5P3/2

→6S1/2 transition are resolved.
(2) The individual lines show unexpectedly broad peaks

with a full width at half maximum(FWHM) of order several
hundreds of MHz which is in between the natural linewidth
s25 MHzd and the Doppler widths1.5 GHzd. Power broad-
ening is negligible.

(3) The line shapes are neither Lorentzian nor Gaussian.
(4) When the violet and the blue laser excite the same

FIG. 5. Allan variance of the error signal for a free-running laser
and for the same laser locked on resonance of the 4→5 transition
with polarization spectroscopy. The slope for a pure white noise
st−1/2d is sketched to guide the eye. The total data acquisition time
was 70 min.
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upper levelsu6S1/2,F8=5ld the peaks show a narrow dip at
their center[Fig. 6(b)] which is not present if different upper
levels are excited[Fig. 6(a)].

(5) By varying the violet laser frequency across the Dop-
pler profile of the 410 nm transition the peaks for the 451 nm
transition are shifted accordingly while the line shape—
including the dip—is not significantly changed; only the am-
plitude of the peak changes, reflecting the thermal velocity
distribution of atoms in theP1/2 state.

A detailed theory is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Thus we restrict our discussion here to a phenomenological
interpretation of our most prominent observations by consid-
ering two different kinds of two-photon processes. For both
cases discussed below, the violet laser excites atoms from the
u5P1/2,F=4l level to theu6S1/2,F8=5l state from where they
spontaneously decay with 60% probability to theu5P3/2,F9
=6,5,4l levels by dipole transitions. A single velocity class
defined by the fixed frequency violet laser should be popu-

lated in this process where recoil effects are negligible.

A. Stepwise two-photon processes

The spectrum of theu5P3/2,F9=5,4,3l→ u6S1/2,F8=4l
transitions in Fig. 6(a) shows three lines with a width of
order several hundred MHz, where the signal from the 3
→4 transition is observed even though theF9=3 level can-
not be populated by dipole transitions from theF8=5 state.

Phenomenologically we find that we can well approxi-
mate the observed profiles of the resonance lines correspond-
ing to theF9=4,5 states in Fig. 6(a) with a combination of a
Lorentzian and a Gaussian profile with typical FWHM of
about 170 and 600 MHz, respectively. Both linewidths by far
exceed the breadth expected for a narrow velocity class
probed in linear absorption spectroscopy at the level of
30–50 MHz. We attribute the enhanced linewidth to the in-
fluence of velocity changing collisions which have been in-
tensely studied for atoms and(typically inert) perturbers at
pressures of several hundred to 1000 mTorr(see[14,15]).

While it is impossible here to extract details of the colli-
sional interaction, In-In ground state collisions, light induced
collisions[16], and residual gas collisions should be consid-
ered. In order to illustrate this interpretation we have carried
out a numerical simulation where an initialv=0 velocity
group is redistributed by a single collision with thermal at-
oms with the rms-velocityvs of identical mass in a hard
sphere model. The result of this simple model is a velocity
distribution which is also well represented by a combination
of a narrow Lorentzian and a wider Gaussian. The width of
the Gaussian contribution is about 41% of the width of the
initial thermal distribution(see Fig. 7). In our experiment
where multiple collisions as well as transit time effects also
influence the observed line shape we find similar values.

In our fits the resonance line forF9=3 which cannot di-
rectly be populated by radiative decay shows a line shape
deviating significantly from the other two lines. The fit of the

FIG. 6. Lock-in signal and least-squares fit for the transmission
of the 451 nm light scanned across thes5,4,3d→4 (a) and the the
s6,5,4d→5 (b) transitions. The amplitude modulated violet laser
drives the 4→5 transition.

FIG. 7. Simulated velocity distribution of 10 000 atoms initially
at rest having undergone one collision with thermal atoms of rms-
velocity vs. The least-squares fit of this velocity distribution to-
gether with the Lorentzian and the Gaussian contribution are also
drawn.
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3→4 resonance line yields a narrow Gaussian and a wider
Lorentzian with FWHM of about 460 MHz and 95 MHz,
respectively. We attribute this deviation from the lines origi-
nating in theF9=4,5 states to the fact that theF9=3 state is
itself populated by collisions. The lines of the spectrum in
Fig. 6(b) having the same upper hyperfine level as the violet
pump laser can also be analyzed in terms of the phenomeno-
logical line-shape model introduced here to describe step-
wise processes. The agreement is very good for all lines if
one takes also into account the central dip which we attribute
to coherent two-photon processes.

B. Coherent two-photon processes

It is well known thatL-type three level systems can lead
to coherent population trapping or electromagnetically in-
duced transparency[17,18]. The dip observed for all spectral
lines of Fig. 6(b) corresponds to enhanced transmission of
the 451nm laser light and hence reflects such coherent two-
photon processes as indicated by its exclusive presence if the
two lasers are coupled to the same upper level. The dip can
be well approximated by an inverted Lorentzian with a typi-
cal width of order 30 MHz.

Coherent two-photon transitions for copropagating laser
beams are subject to Doppler broadening with a width of
uk410–k451uDv if one frequency is fixed. In our case,Dv is the
width of the velocity distribution of the atoms optically
pumped with 410 nm light in theP3/2 state which corre-
sponds to atoms initially in thev=0 class. We thus expect
9.5% of the FWHM of the peak shown in Fig. 8 which is
30 MHz. This is in good agreement with our observation. In
Fig. 8 the 5→4 transition is directly compared with the 6
→5 transition of the 451 nm line; the corresponding compo-
nents of the fit are explicitly shown.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Standard methods of saturation and polarization spectros-
copy can be applied to indium vapor stored in an all-sapphire
spectroscopy cell at about 600 °C. Our main conclusion is
that saturation spectroscopy works conveniently for all hy-
perfine transitions of the 410 nm line. Conventional polariza-
tion spectroscopy can be used for stabilization purposes for
the F→F±1 transitions with favorable results. On theF
→F transitions the signal is strongly suppressed while re-
sidual magnetic fields generate small absorptive resonances
caused by the nonlinear Faraday effect. All spectral lines can
be used for laser frequency stabilization.

Two color spectroscopy has revealed unexpected line
shapes and linewidths which we attribute to stepwise and
coherent two-photon processes; the general line shape can be
interpreted in terms of collisional effects. This type of spec-

troscopy can be used for frequency stabilization of the
451 nm light source if optical pumping with 410 nm creates
a nonthermal population of the 5P3/2 levels. If the violet and
the blue light excite the same upper hyperfine level, even a
narrow dip appears which can be used to lock the 451 nm
light source near the resonance.
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FIG. 8. Experimental data with least-squares fit and the two/
three(a)/(b) components of the fit. The narrow Lorentzian in(b) is
manually shifted up for reasons of clarity. Note that the signal in(a)
is by a factor of 5 smaller than the one in(b).
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